
Mud Monsters 

This experience can engage those who might not always access the Mud Lab/Kitchen.  It is an activity 

which can take any form and challenge a wide variety of mathematical development skills.  With this 

particular experience the children have been challenged to create their own mud monsters which 

are 10cm tall or alternatively a non-standard measure (i.e. as tall as two stones). 

The variety of resources is important and access to a range of natural materials to compliment the 

decoration of their monsters.  Access within the Mud Lab to water to explore consistency is 

important.  The children need plenty of access to this provision and medium before any challenge is 

set so they can explore the medium of mud and its properties.   

The variety of materials will spur creativity and adding small sticks, stones, rosehips, seeds, googly 

eyes, buttons, pine cones, acorns, conkers etc. is limited only by your imagination and the children’s.   

Resources and materials also provide other mathematical development opportunities in terms of 

counting (can you count how many buttons you have used), symmetry (can you make your monster 

symmetrical), money (charge different prices for items used). 

Providing a variety of different types of measuring tools adds a numerical reasoning context to the 

experience.  Can they weigh the mud monster, how wide is it, how tall is it. 

Provide a variety of liquid measuring equipment both standard and non standard measures.  They 

can explore the variety of liquid measure to make the best consistency for building their mud 

monster with.  Depending on age and ability this can include measuring in millilitres, ratios of mud to 

water and recording recipes for mud monster making.  

Critical and creative thinking will develop naturally through the process of this experience.  It can be 

enhanced considerably by the following factors 

● Adult interaction and questioning 

● Open ended challenge 

● Rich resource provision  


